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Welcome to the 6th issue of the Oriel VIP Report.  Today 

we are analysing the single-aisle market. 

Single Aisles—The Staple Diet 

As we highlighted in an earlier edition of VIP report the twin 

aisles have been ‘flavour of the month’ as new types enter the 

market and lessors getting more comfortable with the asset 

class. 

The single aisles, ‘the bread and butter’ for the lessors have 

been somewhat overlooked, but given the A320neo and the 

CSeries are entering service in the coming year powered by 

the next generation of engines it is timely to review this sector 

from a residual values perspective. 

As the chart below illustrates 2014 has been positive for mar-

ket values and this directional trend can be applied to the in-

production single aisle types.  The portents for 2015 appear 

favourable, interest rate increases seemingly moving to the 

right on the timescale.  However the equities markets which 

tend to be forwarding looking and in our opinion a reliable 

leading indicator, are slowing down in October, suggesting a 

turn for the worse.  

As we write, the spectres of disease and geopolitical events 

are casting a growing shadow over the industry, but we hope 

it is a passing cloud not a gathering storm. 

However we would suggest that with the market close to the 

peak the rate of improvement will now moderate. 

New technology 

Death and taxes are quoted as the only certainties, tongue in 

cheek we would add that ‘last of the line’ aircraft having steep 

depreciation and shorter useful lives should be added to the 

list.  

New technology is good news for the industry and should be 

embraced.  The lead times for entry into service are normally 

clearly defined and the residual value exposure is, in our opin-

ion, a manageable risk for those with an interest.  Arguably, 

increasing production rates bring greater risk from a values 

perspective especially for middle aged aircraft which seem to 

bear the burden of any weakness in demand. 

The second chart illustrates our views on the Base Value 

curves for the A320ceo and the neo delivering in 2015.  We 

understand and agree that it will be many years before the 

neo has a substantial market presence and it is over the long-

er sectors that the neo’s benefits become more manifest.  

Nevertheless, the long term view should be sanguine.  Indeed, 

it is quite possible in the short term that the Market values of 

the A320ceo will not be impacted.  

In terms of value, we anticipate the neo commanding new a 

5.5% increase over the current family member, as measured 

by our generic spec aircraft (77 t, V2527-A5S1 engines). 

Unfortunately Boeing does not publish the breakdown by vari-

ant for the MAX which makes comment a little trickier.  We 

believe the A319neo and 737-7 MAX will have the weakest 

residual value profile.  The more interesting debate is will the 

larger versions the A321neo and -9 MAX performing better 

than their current family members.  Boeing believes the heart 

of the single aisle remains at around 180 seats although clear-

ly Ryanair believes otherwise and perhaps more LCCs will fol-

low this lead.  

The A321neo does in our view benefit more from the product 

improvement and we expect its residual values to perform 

better than the ceo. 

The CSeries programme has been associated with some good 

news recently: the resumption of the certification process and 

the order by Macquarie.  We once stated that we believe that 

the ‘C’ stood for conundrum as we struggled to fully explain its 

dearth of orders.  While we consider it still being some way 

from commercial success the latest order from a buyer for 

whom the residual value is important points to better things.  

A good entry into service can be a fillip too. 

One aspect of the aircraft that we believe is overlooked is the 

noise footprint. Environmentally noise has taken a ‘back seat’ 

recently but the geared turbofan engine could set a new 

standard.  It is quieter than the competing LEAP technology.  

Although the regulations no more employ draconian measures 

of the Noise Stages 1 and 2, noise-related operating re-

strictions and fees can drive airlines towards new technology 

despite moderating fuel prices. 

We are committed to maintain-

ing close relationship with the 

market and attending a variety 

of industry events.  Meet us at 

Cargofacts, Miami and Airline 

Economics, Hong Kong.  Find us 

at: www.oriel.aero. 
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